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Personal vendettas, hidden treasure, and a monkey named Carl will send bounty hunter Stephanie

Plum on her most explosive adventure yet.The Crime: Armed robbery to the tune of nine million

dollarsDom Rizzi robbed a bank, stashed the money, and did the time. His family couldn't be more

proud. He always was the smart one. The Cousin: Joe MorelliJoe Morelli, Dom Rizzi, and Dom's

sister, Loretta, are cousins. Morelli is a cop, Rizzi robs banks, and Loretta is a single mother waiting

tables at the firehouse. The all-American family.The Complications: Murder, kidnapping, destruction

of personal property, and acid refluxLess than a week after Dom's release from prison, Joe Morelli

has shadowy figures breaking into his house and dying in his basement. He's getting threatening

messages, Loretta is kidnapped, and Dom is missing.The Catastrophe: MoonmanMorelli hires

Walter "Mooner" Dunphy, stoner and "inventor" turned crime fighter, to protect his house. Morelli

can't afford a lot on a cop's salary, and Mooner will work for potatoes.The Cupcake: Stephanie

PlumStephanie and Morelli have a long-standing relationship that involves sex, affection, and

driving each other nuts. She's a bond enforcement agent with more luck than talent, and she's

involved in this bank-robbery-gone-bad disaster from day one. The Crisis: A favor for

RangerSecurity expert Carlos Manoso, street name Ranger, has a job for Stephanie that will involve

night work. Morelli has his own ideas regarding Stephanie's evening activities.The Conclusion: Only

the fearless should listen to Fourteen.Thrills, chills, and incontinence may result.
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After plunking down some hard earned cash on this year's installment of Janet Evanovich's

Stephanie Plum, I raced home to read.What the? Is there a book return policy? What a waste.If you

love Plum for the edgy writing, great wit, fantastic plot, and wonderful characters, forget Fearless

Fourteen. Plum has always been more than just a breezy, silly, summer read for me.I am invested

in the lives of these characters. What I got this year is slapstick, unresolved sub plots, villains with

no names, subject matter bordering on the distasteful, recycled plots and my favorite characters

very out of character. I even recognized things said by one character in past books, now being

uttered by a different character in this book. Bizzare.No sense rehashing the pitiful storyline. What

storyline? This book reads like a major hit on all those that I have grown to love. Morelli's character

takes a nosedive as a belching, inept detective with a dead body in his basement and he`s more

concerned about the concrete floor or playing softball with his cronies. Stephanie is no longer the

gutsy, edgy woman that she was in past books but rather either now babysitting some teenager or

flouncing around Trenton in some idiotic reality Bounty Hunter fiasco. Grandma Mazur, dressed in

Goth - a master gamer? Lula reduced to sneaky tricks and turning into Bridezilla? Tank fainting and

babbling? Mrs. Plum downing a glass of whiskey? And where the heck was Ranger? Reduced to a

mere side character?Speaking of unresolved, and there is a lot unresolved.....like, whose toes were

they, anyway?This book reads like a bad episode of the Three Stooges. The World of Plum in the

Twilight Zone. Unrecognizable. A bad dream.

Fearless Fourteen by Janet Evanovich is the latest in her Stephanie Plum series. I thought much of

it was amusing and there was at least one good belly-laugh (where I had tears rolling down my

cheeks). But overall, I think Fearless Fourteen is a bit of a stretch--even for Stephanie Plum.Plum is

a bounty hunter from Trenton, NJ and as usual, her life is utter chaos. She ends up babysitting the

teenaged son of a skip, Zook. Zook is addicted to an interactive Internet game called Minionfire. He

also likes to spray paint everything. Ranger (a fellow bounty hunter and owner of a security firm)

hires Stephanie to help babysit an aging singer, Brenda, who acts like a diva and is inclined to get

into trouble. Plum also finds herself in the middle of a 10-year-old $9 million unsolved bank robbery,

and it appears that the money might be somewhere in boyfriend Joe Morelli's house. Brenda

decides to start a reality show and follows Plum around as she's trying to do her job. And when

things couldn't get any worse, Lula is engaged to boyfriend, Tank, and is driving Plum crazy with

wedding plans. All of these situations play out with the usual Evanovich zaniness. Unfortunately, I

think there was just way too much going on here--especially toward the end.Evanovich is skillful at

describing life in Trenton. Of a fast-food restaurant, she writes "Cluck-in-a-Bucket is a zoo on



Sunday. It's the lunch of choice for the lazy, the fat, the salt-starved, the emotionally injured, the

families on budgets, the cholesterol-deprived and the remaining ten percent of the population who

just want a piece of chicken." My favorite character (next to Plum) is Lula, "former `ho, turned bonds

office file clerk and wheelman.
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